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Background Since its inception in 1987, undertaking the ‘Cardiff Diploma/MSc’ has helped develop many Palliative Medicine specialists, teachers, service leaders and researchers both within the UK and Internationally. With annual financial support, first awarded in 2006, from the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission, doctors from India have been supported to undertake the Cardiff University MSc in Palliative Medicine.

Objectives This survey looks to quantify the impact of undertaking the Cardiff University Palliative Medicine Diploma or MSc on Indian doctors’ practice.

Method All Indian alumni were invited to complete a short, 10-question, anonymous online survey. Response rate was 61% (n=37). Respondents were asked to score (0–100) the impact the MSc had on their clinical, teaching, management/service lead, and research roles. As a measure of impact respondents were also invited to give details of any publications and special interests subsequently developed.

Results On a scale of 0–100 (zero to high impact) average collated self-scored impact of undertaking the MSc in Palliative Medicine were: clinical role 82% (50–100); teaching role 82% (30–100); management/service lead role 68% (20–100) and research role 74% (35–100).

Over 50 journal publications, 20 International poster presentations and several conference workshops were listed as a result of MSc work.

70% of respondents had developed a special interest as a result of undertaking the Diploma/MSc.

Conclusion 10 years on it would seem that the Cardiff University MSc has had significant impact. Future plans include collaboration with the India alumni, to roll out further teaching and research roles. As a measure of impact respondents were also invited to give details of any publications and special interests subsequently developed.
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Background Existing research suggests that:

- Students are highly interested in palliative care competencies and appreciate formal curriculum covering competencies, in conjunction with opportunity to learn skills experientially.
- Palliative care encompasses a range of skills and knowledge which can potentially be addressed in a variety of ways (eg through lectures, SSMS, communication skills and reflection).
- Palliative care curricula for undergraduate medical students could creatively cover this breadth of knowledge/skills using learning modalities.

However, curriculum tend to be developed based upon the knowledge and skills that professionals feel students should have. There is little research that considers the specific concerns and learning needs identified by medical students themselves, in response to open questioning.

Methods Third year medical students, were asked to reflect on their experience of seeing dying patients, both on the wards and in the media and to answer the open question “What concerns do you have about caring for a dying patient?” Their responses were collated and analysed for themes.

Results Medical students identified a range of concerns and potential learning needs. These included knowledge-based competencies (such as managing of pain and symptoms; 20.8%); ethical and legal issues (33.3%) but mostly a desire to provide patient-centred care, respecting the patient’s wishes and autonomy (41.7%). 20.8% of students identified their own personal concerns when caring for the dying, Interestingly, an explicit concern about communication was raised by just 12.5%, but communication issues were implicit in 37.5% responses.

Conclusions In response to an open question, third year medical students identified insightful concerns about caring for the
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B. The eELCA program has been well used to support and further learning in End of Life in the UK in a range of Health and Social care facilities

M. We analyse a 40 strong cohort of multidisciplinary, multi-level learners looking at data regarding accessibility frequency, hours of module study, end of course survey results, ad hoc comments and requests over the 12 months, recommended reading list use, and the personal individual learning commentaries and reflective practice incorporation. These data were the basis of multifacile knowledge and conceptual algorithms used to compare with those obtained from Spanish Master degrees

C. Those professionals who had access to eELCA had a significantly superior learning curve in 12 months to other courses. e ELCA seems to be an extremely useful program for Spanish learners, although they would like some modules to incorporate Spanish regional and local information.
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Background Gabapentin and pregabalin are antiepileptic medications licensed for the treatment of neuropathic pain. The Department of Health has highlighted the need for vigilance when prescribing these medications due to their misuse and associated risks: dependency, CNS depression, seizure activity and mortality. Furthermore, due to the frequency of withdrawal symptoms, the manufacturers have recommended that pregabalin should be weaned gradually over a minimum of one week.

Objectives To:

- Assess prescribing practices, frequency of misuse and frequency of serious adverse events in relation to gabapentin/ pregabalin in the palliative care setting
- Methods
- An anonymous survey was designed and administered using SurveyMonkey. It was distributed via email link to palliative medicine physicians (PMPs) and palliative care nurse specialists (PCNs)

Results 49 responses were received- 36 from PMPs, 13 from PCNs. 48/49 respondents prescribe or advise gabapentin/pregabalin. 94% of respondents prescribe pregabalin more frequently than gabapentin. When discontinuing gabapentin/ pregabalin, 16% stop without weaning, 6% wean over three days, 20% wean over one week, 56% wean over one week or more. Seizure activity and respiratory depression secondary to gabapentin/pregabalin was reported by 6% (3/49) of respondents. 8% (4/49) of respondents reported that they suspected or believed some of their patients to have misused gabapentin/pregabalin- none reported their concerns to the UK Committee on the Safety of Medicines or the Health Products Regulatory Authority.

Conclusions Gabapentin and pregabalin are commonly prescribed in palliative care, practices vary with regard to weaning the medications, and serious adverse events and misuse of these medications are occurring but are not being reported. Respondents displayed a growing awareness of the abuse potential of these medications in the comments section of the survey and report having modified their prescribing practices on account of this.